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NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TELECOM EMPLOYEES
BSNL

Cenffal Ileadquarters

BSNL

TF-20/3(c)

To,
Director (HR)

BSNL Board

New Delhi.

Regn. No.
MS-II, Q.No.2l &17,

4906, Dated 17

Atul Grove Road'
/09/2001
New Delhi-l10001

subiect:- lnter circle mutual transfer under Rule - 8 - case of shivaji' JE

(60146700) sagar BA, tMP Circle with smt' Kusum Lata Morya', JE (200002804)

O/o DGM Azamgarh OA, under UP (EastfCircle'

Respected Sir,

Kindly refer our letter of even number dated 31-01 -2023 (Copy enclosed), on the

subject and our submission on this issue in formal meeting with NFTE on 01-03-2023'

we pointed out the case of both the officiar who are waiting for their mutuar transfer

since rast B months on the ground that the father of shri shiva Ji, J.E' residing in

UP(East) and he is suffering from cancer and Smt' Kusum Lata Morya is self suffering

from cancer. Husband of smt Kusum Lata Morya is residing in MP circle' Hence these

both officials have applied for their mutual transfer under Ru]e -8.

The case of shivaji JE, has been recommended by the MP Circle and it is

pending from September, 2}22in the office of CGMT UP(East) circle for approval'

It is a painful stage that this is abnormally lying pending at UP (East) circle for

approval and disposalto the M'P' Circle'

rt wiil not be out of prace to mention that this genuine case is not being finarised

anditispendingatCircleofficeofUP(East)sinceSeptember,2022.
It is surprising enough and beyond understanding that a case of mutual transfer

which is under provision of the rure has not been taken under consideration by the UP

CircleandtheCancerpatientsarewaitingforthejustice.
Under the circumstances and fact mentioned above we therefore' request you to

kindly intervene to extend justice to both the employees who have already suffered a

Dated:-06'05'2023

Yours sincerelY,

(Ghandeshwar Singh)

General Secretary

a

lot.
With profound regards,
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subiect:- lnter circle mutual transfer under Rule - 8 - case of shivaji' JE

(60146700) sagar BA, MP Circle with smt. Kusum Lata Morya', JE (200002804)

O/o DGM Azamgarh OA, under UP (EastfCircle'

Respected Sir,

Kindly refer our letter of even number dated 31-01 -2023 (Copy enclosed), on the

subject and our submission on this issue in formar meeting with NFTE on 01-03-2023'

we pointed out the case of both the officiar who are waiting for their mutuar transfer

since rast g months on the ground that the father of shri shiva Ji, J.E' residing in

UP(East) and he is suffering from cancer and Smt' Kusum Lata Morya is self suffering

from cancer. Husband of smt Kusum Lata Morya is residing in MP Circle' Hence these

both officials have applied for their mutual transfer under nu]e -!.

The case of shivaji JE, has been recommended by the MP Circle and it is

pending from September, 2}22in the office of CGMT UP(East) circle for approval'

It is a painful stage that this is abnormally lying pending at UP (East) circle for

approval and disposalto the M'P' Circle'

It will not be out of place to mention that this genuine case is not being finalised

anditispendingatCircleofficeofUP(East)sinceSeptember,2022.
It is surprising enough and beyond understanding that a case of mutual transfer

which is under provision of the rure has not been taken under consideration by the UP

CircleandtheCancerpatientsarewaitingforthejustice.
Under the circumstances and fact mentioned above we therefore' request you to

kindly intervene to extend justice to both the employees who have already suffered a

Dated:-06'05'2023

Yours sincerelY,

(Chandeshwar Singh)

General Secretary

a

lot.
With profound regards,


